SHARE CONSCIOUSLY AND CAREFULLY IN CONFLUENCE
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THE PURPOSE OF CONFLUENCE IS SHARING AND COLLABORATION
IT IS OFTEN REFERRED AS CORPORATE WIKI
THE PURPOSE OF WIKIPEDIA IS SHARING KNOWLEDGE with EVERYONE
THE PURPOSE OF A CORPORATION IS SHARING KNOWLEDGE with THE RIGHT PEOPLE
THE CONFLUENCE CONCEPT
FOLLOWS
PUBLIC WIKIS

Default settings can be misleading under the hood!
WHO CAN VIEW YOUR PAGES?

IS IT EASY?
BAD NEWS

SOMEONE HAS TO GO THROUGH THAT GRAPH.

EVERY. SINGLE. TIME.
GOOD NEWS

YOU DON’T HAVE TO.

ULTIMATE PERMISSION MANAGER

DOES IT FOR YOU.

WWW.META-INF.HU
AVOID HUMAN ERROR
OVERCOME THE COMPLEXITY OF CONFLUENCE PERMISSIONS
Welcome to catworkx Midsummer Day 2018!
Ultimate Permission Manager Demo
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Effective User Permissions

User filter
Filter users by username. Use * as a wildcard. Add multiple filters separated by comma. Example: a*,b* will match all users where username is starting with letter "A" or "B"

Space filter
Filter spaces by key or name. Use * as a wildcard. Add multiple filters separated by comma. Example: a*,b* will match all spaces where either space key or name is starting with letter "A" or "B"

Maximum row limit
10
The maximum number of rows to show in the permission table. Enter 0 or leave empty for unlimited results.

- Exclude spaces with no permissions
- Always show anonymous
- Always show anonymous permissions, even if anonymous has no permissions at all.
- Hide users with no permissions in any space
- Hide disabled users

Export Settings
CSV Separator
Comma (,)

Space details format
Space key

- Do not add header title for fix columns (username, permission name...)

Show Export

Help Tips
This page shows effective user permissions overview.

It means group permissions and individual user permissions are evaluated and then the final effective permissions are shown for every user in every space.

Export
In addition to predefined formats, custom space formatting can be set. The following variables can be used for generating space details:
$key, $name, $desc
This is a Velocity template, so using #if condition is possible. In this example, space description in parentheses is added only after space name if space description is not empty:
$name=$if($desc != "") ($desc)#end
THANKS!
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